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Price: 560,000€  Ref: ES169780

Apartment

Tarifa

3

2

107m² Build Size

Pool: Yes

nspired by its natural landscapes near to the coast, this promotion is an exclusive resort

of 66 luxurious apartments that allos you to enjoy your our stay in Tarifa. These

apartments consists of 2 and three bedrooms, all of them with excellent sea views.  This

private urbanization opts for quality of its constructions; for this reason, we maintain a

clear commitment to reliability, excellence and seriousness in every aspect of the

project: from the design and attention to the communal areas, all the way to the exquisite

choice of construction material used in all properties.  The common a...(Ask for More

Details!)
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nspired by its natural landscapes near to the coast, this promotion is an exclusive resort of 66 luxurious

apartments that allos you to enjoy your our stay in Tarifa. These apartments consists of 2 and three

bedrooms, all of them with excellent sea views.  This private urbanization opts for quality of its constructions;

for this reason, we maintain a clear commitment to reliability, excellence and seriousness in every aspect of

the project: from the design and attention to the communal areas, all the way to the exquisite choice of

construction material used in all properties.  The common areas include two swimming pools, a fitness club,

children's playgrounds, barbeque area, etc.  The premises of its common areas have a double door elevator

access system to access the garage.  The pools have a mechanism that controls its temperature, which

works with solar energy. The garages are equipped with a system of detection and protect against fire. The

access door can be operated by remote control.  The exterior of the apartments provides large garden areas

and other aesthetic features.  The equiping of the communal areas has stone fountains and small squares;

The whole area includes trees, such as olive and orange trees, among other types which go hand in hand

with the vegetation of the region.  The exterior walls of the homes are made of stone from the area and the

walls are made of slate.  Spending time at these apartments allow to enjoy the tranquillity of this residential

complex, and just a few minutes away you can find a festive and relaxed atmosphere in the centre of Tarifa. 

This residential complex combines the tranquillity of the place with the convenience of being near to the

leisure activities offered by Tarifa. Our apartments have a modern vanguard design, in harmony with its

natural surroundings.  Thanks to the ingenious location between the sea and the mountains it is the ideal

place for a holiday.  The leisure activities that we are able to develop are diverse. Besides its location near to

the beach, one can also enjoy the wide countryside and its proximity to the Parque Natural del Estrecho

(about 10 kilometres away).  This combination makes Tarifa Bay an area where we have the freedom to

choose different places to enjoy our leisure all close to each other.
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